
 

THE PROBLEM:  How to Easily & Safely Secure a Frame Tent to the Ground without Site Damage 

OLD FAILURES: Ground attachments (stakes) create expensive site damage.  Permanent weighted  

solutions (concrete, stone, metal, etc.) incur expensive transportation and handling charges.  

Traditional industrial liquid barrels were only designed to do one thing – hold liquid. Not attach 

anything to the ground especially frame tents. 

 

 

 

NEW SOLUTION:  “Giffy Tent Ballasting System” 

*SYSTEM SCIENCE:   Each attractive white round (28” x 31”) molded 30 lb.  

System unit is easy to move when empty but 

weighs 660lbs when filled with water.  

Installation uses a simple three-step process: 

1)  Connect mounting plate to barrel - Position 

pole into vertical groove in barrel. Pin pole to 

bottom of mounting plate. 
 

2) Connect strap to eye bolt in bottom of barrel.  

Connect the opposite end of the strap to the top of 

 the pole. This forms a strong  triangle as illustrated on diagram shown below. 
 

3)  Fill the unit with water driving 660lbs of force onto the bottom plate attached to the base of the pole 

eliminating kiting, tipping and sliding.  Our highly engineered double-unit mounting plates are available 

to be used on large installations when added strength is needed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Stackable Easy Storage 50 Units Fits in 8’ Pickup 

No Site Damage Empties in One (1) Minute Prevents Tipping/Kiting 

Cost Effective Attractive Design Weights 30lbs Empty 

Double Plate Connecting 2 Barrels 

Single Mounting Plate 

  Attractive Patented System SAFER/EASIER to Use  When Stakes Are Not An Option 

Mounting Plate Attached 
To  Pole & Barrel 

The Giffy Tent Ballasting System has been engineered to the highest industrial  and commercial 
standards. The attractive  modern  design of the Barrels include a snap on lid with convenient 
molded-in  holders for flower pots or other similar decorative containers. 



Giffy Barrel with mounting 

plate, ratchet strap and tether 

attached to the bottom of the 

barrel and pinned to the pole 

forming a  triangular structural 

support system preventing  

sliding and kiting. 
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Mounting Plate 
Attached to Post 

Giffy 
Barrel 

660lbs 

Pole Positioned in  
Vertical Groove  

Unlike typical water barrels, our patented Giffy Barrels are designed specifically 

for anchoring framed tents.  The Giffy Barrels weigh 660lbs filled with water, 

compared to 440lbs for typical 55 gallon barrels. Giffy Barrels take full advantage 

of that weight by attaching the ratchet strap to the bottom of the barrel, making 

a positive connection to the barrel and base of the tent post using a steel plate.  

Typical water barrels lose 1/3 of their holding power because they are attached 

at the top of the barrel which can lead to tipping and sliding, causing slack in the 

ratchet strap. Typically the ratchet strap is the only connection to a standard 55 

gallon water barrel.     

Why Giffy Tent Barrels? 

Based on the computations provided by a licensed engineer, the test indicates 
an approximate  2.5 factor of safety  against sliding during a 50 mph sustained 
wind. Frame strength appears to be the limiting factor.

 

ENGINEERING TEST RESULTS: 
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